TALENTCLOUD HUMAN CAPITAL MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE

EMPOWERING DECISION-MAKING
WITH HCM DATA ANALYTICS
Organizations that base decisions on data consistently outperform organizations that don’t.
Company can’t make good decisions from bad data, so company need the latest, most-accurate data available. Company want a complete picture, so that
data must be integrated. Company also need the right tools—ideally, HR-savvy tools that work with data from multiple sources and can provide the
advanced and predictive analytics for facing the critical HR challenges of today...and tomorrow.
Most important? The solution must be simple, and it must be available to the people making the decisions— the line managers and the HR leaders who
have the responsibility of identifying, recruiting, and acquiring the talent to take your business into the future.

Decisions based on data are more consistent and less
risky for the business. The ability to make these kinds
of decisions should be readily available to
decision-makers throughout the enterprise.
You never hear people say, “Two guts are better than one.”

WHAT DO YOU NEED TO SUCCEED?
Optimized decision-making is key to achieving business goals. HR can
help the organization optimize decision-making, make more informed
decisions, and empower employees by offering analytics that provide
the business with

No one questions the importance of instinct, and no one disregards
the fact that some people have a talent for making brilliant decisions
with very little data. The problem is that instinct is a talent that not
everyone has. It’s not teachable or transferable, and it’s risky to
depend on it for complex business decisions.

Broader insight. Talent management strategies can align with
business objectives.

On the other hand, analytics can be made available to any
decision-maker in the organization. And when all decision-makers use
one consistent set of data—even when it originated from multiple
sources—the result is better, real-time information that can be
shared, compared, analyzed, and modeled for better business
outcomes.

Easy-to-use, real-time HR data and metrics. HR can evaluate
talent and workforce strategies against industry averages, and
identify operational areas that aren’t keeping up.

Accessible analytics. Business intelligence (BI) is directly
available to all workers, managers, and HR when and where
they need it.

Predictive modeling. Forecast team and individual performance;
identify potential flight risks; and then plan, model, and deliver
organizational changes all in a single workflow.

DATA IS EVERYWHERE, INFORMATION IS SCARCE
The information people need to make more-educated decisions
already exists. The trick is bring- ing it all together and finding the
right analytics to transform the data into insightful information.
With today’s access, you can cross-source your analytics and
bring data across your organiza- tion as well as from outside and
third-party sources into your decision-making.
»

Include current and historical indicators, industry data, and
current market data.

»

Fine-tune decisions about organizational changes using
real-time HR data to prepare, model, and assess the impact
of your decisions.

»

Use demographics. Aging populations, shifting migratory
patterns, and multigenerational issues have a significant
impact on workforce decisions.

»

Take advantage of advanced modeling capabilities to bring
together information from a wide variety of sources.

NOT JUST ANY ANALYTICS WILL WORK
There are many levels of cloud- based HR solutions to choose
from, but few provide the kind of analytics that optimize
decision- making and offer a better understanding of the talent
and workforce in your business.
HR professionals, line managers, and other decision-makers
need analytics that can help them
» Find strategic gaps in the workforce
» Identify top talent you need to keep

The data is out there, but unless you can accurately
identify the moving parts and predict how it all works
together (and where it won’t), then your organization is
already at a disadvantage.
Predicting worker and team performance, identifying workers who are
flight risks, understanding trends that affect the performance of your
organization. Anticipating and managing these challenges can affect
the success of your business. The data you need exists. What’s
needed is the analytic capability to do predictive human capital
analysis quickly and make predictions for your organization.
PREDICTING THROUGH ANALYTICS
To have better insight and to encourage more-efficient planning,
especially before making big organizational changes, you need to be
able to predict how the changes will affect performance and retention
in your workforce. Once you have accurate predictions, you can move
forward to determine the best corrective actions using “what-if”
scenario modeling.
Effective predictive analysis minimizes disruptive decisions by
accurately predicting both team and individual performance. Having
the processes you need for effective predictive analysis in a single tool
saves time and makes it possible to take pre- emptive action to retain
valued employees before they decide to leave.
HEADS UP
Imagine having advance warning of potential problems. You could take
action that could cut off the problem altogether and avoid a costly hit
to morale and to the bottom line. With the right predictive analytics for
HR you can:
Give your managers a heads-up about everything from potential
flight risks to possible reasons for low performance

» Integrate data from multiple sources
» Identify operational areas that fall below average metrics
» Predict worker and team performance and attrition rates
» Model the effects of organizational changes

Offer managers scenarios to show them how changes (such as
pay increases, promotions, less vacation time, relocation) could
affect their teams
Shift the management of your workforce from history-based to
future-based

”Humans are very good at specifying what’s needed for a position and eliciting information
from candidates—but they’re very bad at weighing the results. Our analysis of 17 studies of
applicant evaluations shows that a simple equation outperforms human decisions by at
least 25%.The effect holds in any situation with a large number of candidates, regardless of
whether the job is on the front line, in middle management, or (yes) in the C-suite.”
Nathan R. Kuncel, Deniz S. Ones, and David M. Klieger, “In Hiring, Algorithms Beat Instinct,”
Harvard Business Review, May 2014

It’s not just business data, it’s business insight. And it
helps line managers, HR leaders, and all decision
makers, make better decisions.

BETTER DATA, BROADER INSIGHT

When the people making decisions have access to the right data and
they have the capabilities for immediately analyzing that data in a
variety of established—and new— scenarios, they get a better
picture of the business. In other words, they gain insight into how the
organization’s workforce is contributing to—or limiting—the
business.

Analyzing enterprise data with HR analytics helps decision-makers
more easily see the connections between workforce and business
goals. Better data lets line managers and HR leaders

And whether it’s good news or bad, they now have the information
needed to implement changes or build on success.

Analyze data from across multiple HCM workflows and multiple
applications to produce real-time reports

Identify areas operating at below industry averages
Measure the costs and benefits of programs

ENTERPRISE INSIGNT FOR EVERY ROLE
Chief HR Officer (CHRO)

» Develop talent systems and strategies to support growth
» Manage global regulatory and compliance risks
» Develop global leadership pipeline

Line of Business (LOB) Leader

» Manage headcount cost to budget
» Reduce lost productivity from turnover and organizational changes
» Increase retention of top performers

HR Analyst

» Monitor cost and efficiency of HR programs
» Deliver relevant and timely workforce information to HR and business leaders
» Monitor key metrics in headcount movement and demographics

Employee

» Monitor real-time attendance and vacation time information
» Review benefits and total compensation package
» Monitor performance and other requirements for career plan

TALENT INTELLIGENCE

THE RIGHT TOOLS FOR THE JOB

To make the right decisions for your organization, you first need to
know your talent. With the right talent intelligence, you can

The right analytic tools must be able to integrate data from multiple
sources easily— preferably with a few taps on a single, intuitive
dashboard. In addition, queries and reports have to be easy to use for
all users, not just experienced database gurus.

Quickly look at data in different dimensions
Uncover the drivers that lead to quality hires
Analyze the top sources that have provided high-performing
talent
Track broad talent trends as well as the operational details
Unfortunately, too many HR leaders have no clear insight into their
organization’s talent pool because of scattered, inconsistent data and
rudimentary analytics.
But that was before.
Talentcloud.ai Human Capital Management Software puts embedded
analytics in the core of the system. This comprehensive analytics
model serves as a type of early warning system that helps you
analyze workforce performance and identify at-risk talent while
there’s still time to take corrective action.

With the right HR analytics, line managers and HR employees can
Create ad hoc reports and analyses that answer key business
questions, analyze historical trends, and compare performance
metrics.
Identify top-performing employees with the goal of retaining
them and keeping them productive.
Spot reasons for high absence rates and frequent turnover
Flag areas with low-productivity issues or those at risk for
staffing shortages .
Highlight programs that maximize workforce performance,
reduce turnover, and foster world-class teams.
Prebuilt dashboards, thousands of data dimensions, and a library of
predefined talent management metrics provide complete visibility
into your talent assets. Combine these tools with talent intelligence
and you’re on your way to acquiring the right talent for your organization and developing your workforce of tomorrow.

It takes more than reports to find the answers. With advanced HR analytics providing a comprehensive view of your workforce, you can do strategic planning, forecasting, problem-solving, and more.
Creating traditional ad hoc reports often seems to require advanced knowledge in databases and a degree in programming. So, even if it means better
insight, it might not seem worth the time just for one or two questions. But what if your decision- makers could get the reports—and the insight—more
easily? What if ad hoc reports were simpler to create because managers could use everyday business terminology when they built them?
If it were easier for decision-makers to create ad hoc reports, would they be more likely to ask insightful, follow-up questions—and start working on the
solutions?
Probably.

ASK YOUR QUESTIONS NOW
With more insight, questions and challenges are more focused and more specific. (Happily, so are the answers.) But this kind of analysis depends on being
able to include data from across the enterprise, and it depends on having the advanced analytics to help you understand what the data is saying.

Ask the right questions to develop the best strategic plan:

Action

Are we losing key talent?

»
»
»
»

Identify key talent at risk for leaving.
Develop individual plans to keep them.

Are we providing career
development opportunities?

» What skills and job experience produce high performance?
» Do we have cross-team, cross-functional experience?
» Are we grooming top talent for leadership positions?

Identify development and training
opportunities for individual employees.

Are we rewarding
employees competitively?

» How does our compensation compare to the market?
» Is high performance rewarded?
» Historically, how has compensation affected retention?

Offer competitive compensation
packages to retain employees in key
roles.

Whatistheturnovertrend?
Whereareretentionhotspots?
Whatskillsarewelosingtoturnover?
Whatisthecostofturnover?

Modeling a plan for organizational change can help
identify workforce challenges and opportunities and
their effect on your workforce. But it’s only helpful if the
model is easy to adjust when things change.

ASKING (AND ANSWERING) THE RIGHT QUESTIONS

Organizational changes can disrupt the business. Often the result of
mergers, acquisitions, market or territory expansions, or just simple
corporate reorganizations—”reorgs” can mean a vulnerable time for a
business and its workforce. In addition, organizational changes are
monitored by the market and by competitive interests.

» How has the workforce evolved over the last few years?

Line managers and HR leaders need advanced analytic capabilities so they can answer questions such as

» How long does it take a new hire to become a top performer?
» Do we have the talent in place to meet our business needs?
These decision-makers want familiar dashboards and easy-

Your company’s leadership is most likely onboard with the idea of
modeling organizational changes before they are implemented. After
all, workforce modeling can make organizational changes easier to
implement. It also helps in assessing how the changes will affect the
workforce and can alert organizers to potential problems.

to-prepare reports that can provide real-time visibility into key

PLAN, MODEL, AND DELIVER

visual, interactive reports—real- time reports that use the latest

Modeling your organization’s workforce gives you important information and critical insight into how the anticipated changes to the
organization will affect workforce performance.
In addition to addressing suggestions, questions, and concerns, HR
leaders must effectively comply, manage, plan, and model the organizational changes by

metrics and measure- ments from enterprise HR and financial
systems.
By providing decision-makers with HR analytics that have rich,
data and can be easily published to multiple users—you’re
provid- ing the kind of insight that makes a difference to the
business.

CHANGE OF PLANS
Modeling solutions themselves must be able to make the changes
that they mirror for the organization. And whether those changes

Determining the organizational makeup of your business

apply to the entire orga- nization or only to a select group of
workers, the solution must include the capability to assess and

Optimizing worker resources
Ensuring the effective planning of organizational resources

measure the effects.

Continuing to manage organizational needs as those needs

Many HR groups have workforce solutions that include highly

change

manual modeling processes— especially when it comes to
updating or adjusting the original plans. As a result, the model—

HR needs to model how the mass changes will affect the business.
They also need to leverage tools to make effective decisions and gain
approvals where needed.
By modeling various scenarios and the impact of those scenarios,
organizations can plan, model, and deliver organizational changes
that will achieve their defined business objectives. What’s needed is a
simple and intuitive process that includes comprehensive
decision-making analytics and an approval framework so that
managers, executives, and HR leaders can have a better understanding of what to expect from the proposed changes, and can then take
action where it makes sense.

the map for implementing the changes—is instantly out of date.
Even the changes that are regularly made to the HR system can
render a model less than helpful. The manual work can be redone,
of course, but it hinders the effectiveness of the solution.
A modeling solution that can be quickly tweaked to incor- porate
new data as obstacles are resolved and new challenges are
uncovered is a significant contribution to the HR planning process.

The trends in turnover metrics demonstrate the importance of promoting employee
engagement as a critical program. Yet about one-half of organizations say that employee
engagement improvement is not captured as a corporate goal.
PwC, “Trends in Workforce Analytics,” 2014
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1

2

Modern Recruitment Software. A modern recruiting software
helps your company through the entire hiring process.
Online Job Distribution Software. Talentcloud helps you to
advertise your job vacancies to more than 10 job sites.

3

Employee Central Module. Employee Central scores with fully
integrated employee and manager self services.

4

Employee Onboarding Software. Onboarding is the process of
integrating a new employee with a company and its culture.

5

Time & Attendance Module. It’s designed to track and
optimize the hours that employees spend on the job.

6

Payroll Software. Payroll software manage everything having
to do with the process of paying employees.

7

e-Claim Software. e-Claim helps to facilitate online submission
transparently and efficiently.

8

Leave Management Software. It allows organizations to
manage employee time-off, setup leave policies.

9

Overtime Management. It enables the approval authority to
approve / reject / forward the overtime hours of an employee.

10

Shift Planning Software. It is the act of scheduling employees
to work certain jobs during certain periods of time.

The consequences are real. If you limit access to
analytics, people don’t stop making decisions, but if
they do have access, they can make better ones.
Imagine if you could look ahead and prepare for upcoming workforce
trends.
When you have the technology to unlock the information and insight
contained in HR data—data that is already part of your organization—you create unprecedented opportunities. These opportunities
have been noticed and corporate expectations for HR have been
raised. The leadership is counting on HR to deliver a workforce that
can achieve the goals of the business.
ONLY FROM TALENTCLOUD.AI
Talentcloud.ai Human Resources Analytics Software is a complete
HR analytics solution that gives decision-makers the information to
make better decisions.
Unlike other analytics solutions, Talentcloud.ai Human Resources
Analytics Software makes it possible for organizations to combine
data and get broader insights from across multiple HCM processes
(such as recruiting, learning, and performance) and even across other
cloud applications, including financials and third-party applications.
Embedded analytics, role-based dashboards, and on-the-fly, ad hoc
reporting make it easier than ever before to access and interpret
data, and users can see updates (and the effect of those updates) in
real time.
With Talentcloud.ai Human Resources Optimization Software,
managers can forecast the performance of individual talent and
teams and be alert for potential flight risks. HR leaders can plan,
model, and deliver organizational changes faster and with greater
certainty while they support and optimize large-scale organizational
models.

11

Performance Appraisal Software. It automates the process of
reviewing employee performance.

12

Employee Goal Setting Software. It is helping companies set
and track goals for every worker in their organization.

13

Succession Planning. It helps company identify and develop
promotable employees for all the key areas in the company.

The result is more-accurate data for HR leaders and managers so
they can more accurately predict outcomes and make better
decisions for the business.

14

Employee Engagement Software. It helps organizations use to
increase employee job satisfaction and retain talented workers.

CONTACT US

15

Compensation Management. It allows organization leaders to
plan and execute a compensation strategy.

To learn more, visit www.talentcloud.ai or call +603 27165151 to
speak to a talentcloud representative.

16

Benefits Management. It helps organizations manage benefits
provided to employees.

17

Learning & Development Software. It’s for tracking, reporting,
automation and delivery of training courses.

18

e-Learning Software. e-Learning is the delivery of learning and
training through digital resources.

19

Workforce Planning Software. It enables organizations to
plan, track, and manage the employee resources.

20

Business Data Analytics Software. Companies use to retrieve,
analyze, and transform data into useful business insights.
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